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OUR APPROACH 
D E L I V E R I N G  C H A N G E  T H R O U G H  T R A I N I N G

UNDERSTANDING YOUR NEEDS
Our training is always bespoke to your needs.  We work with you to understand your 'pain' point, 

why you need to create an intervention, how best to resolve it and what steps we can take to 

remove the problem. 

We believe in participative training, getting people involved and engaged in the workshops we 

run.  This is a vital step because it creates a good learning environment and through engagement

comes debate and healthy challenge, delivering a much richer outcome.

TRAINING TOPICS
All businesses have a culture, a strategy, a big idea and tactics.  Successful companies align these elements and keep fine tuning 

to stay ahead.  Our training programmes are designed to help companies gain alignment and deliver sustained results. 

CORPORATE CULTURES 

Creating a high performing culture

Exploring the psychology of performance, individual and business values, 

self-awareness and how to manage your 'inner chimp'

STRATEGY 
Marketing and brand management

Sales and commercial strategy 

IDEAS & INNOVATION
Innovation and NPD processes

How to harness creative ideas for growth

Brand essence, brand identity and brand positioning

TACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Negotiation 

Key account management

Social media marketing

Digital marketing - PPC, SEO, SEM, email marketing and sales funnels

Public relations, media relations and crisis management
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CULTURE EATS STRATEGY
FOR BREAKFAST
According to management guru, Peter Drucker, culture is more important to 

the sustained success of a business than strategy, big ideas or sales. A 

healthy culture promotes adaptive thinking, those behaviours that enable 

organisations to operate 'above and beyond'.  Healthy cultures are more 

creative, think faster and have better problem solving skills.   

Our training sets out the right cultural framework for your organisation to 

follow, finding a balance between emotional and rational thinking.  Culture 

change is extremely difficult, we work on identifying the positive behaviours to 

encourage and the negative actions to remove from your business.

Our training programme is designed to help businesses harness their potential 

and forge a strong, sustainable culture.  An evolved culture where the senior 

leaders in the business are all aligned to a vision.

If your business is looking to grow and you believe your culture needs to 

evolve, then contact us to discuss the different options we offer, from short 

focused training sessions to long term change. 

Remember, culture eats strategy for breakfast!

FACTS
Every decision we make as humans, is an emotional decision. 

Organisations that focus too heavily on tactical behaviour, fail to address the core 

motivational needs of its people - play, purpose and potential.
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GROWTH WORKSHOPS
Two things drive growth, marketing and innovation, so we have created 

workshops designed to help small and medium sized businesses grow through 

effective marketing and innovation strategies. 

We work with an array of businesses, from start ups that have secured second 

round funding to medium businesses (up to £25M turnover) looking to reignite 

their marketing with new purpose.

We work across B2C and B2B, and apply systematic thinking to your marketing 

and brand problems.  The essential elements are: 

While marketing and innovation drive growth, sales and commercial strategy are 

key enablers.  We help our clients develop their sales and commercial capability 

to drive the marketing agenda. 

From planning the buyer's journey to channel development, we help create value 

for your business.  Identifying new opportunities, strategies to maximise existing 

markets and how to successfully integrate your marketing collateral with your 

sales, are just a few examples of where we can add value. 

For a more detailed conversation please contact us to chat through your sales 

and marketing needs.

FACTS
Marketing and innovation are the only two things that drive step change growth. 

Sales and commercial capability enable businesses to deliver outstanding marketing 

and innovation. 

1. Define your brand essence 

2. Get a detailed understanding of your target audience 

3. Understand your competition 

4. Know what you what you are trying to achieve with your 'Big Idea' 

5. Establish a key brand benefit and positioning statement 

6. Plan your marketing activation

http://www.creative-thoughts.co.uk/
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CREATING NEW IDEAS
Innovation is about how your business can effectively introduce the concept of 'new' to 

your customers.  Sounds easy, but 96% of new products never make it to old age! 

We train businesses to adopt a proven innovation process, that enables creative thinking, 

encourages the right types of challenge and fosters commercial deliverables against key 

milestones and project plans.  Broadly, the key stages to successful innovation are:

FACTS
When it comes to innovation, everything must serve a higher purpose - strategy, ideas 

and brilliant execution must come together as one.

1. Generate effective ideas 

2. Scope consumer and customer needs 

3. Define the product 

4. Product development 

5. Test market 

6. Product launch 

7. Product nurture

Innovation is not easy, it takes planning and structured thinking, and once the product has 

been developed, the focus must be on building trial, balancing benefits with price and 

plan that success takes time.  There is no such thing as an overnight success!

http://www.creative-thoughts.co.uk/
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TACTICAL TRAINING
With a wealth of experience in the business we provide a wide range of tactical 

training programmes, from bitesize 90-minute refresher sessions to two-day 

workshops. Courses covered include:

1. Negotiation 

2. Key Account Management 

3. Social media 

4. Digital marketing 

5. Public relations 

6. Effective communications through email and telephone scripts 

7. Customer service 

NEGOTIATION

FACTS
Always prepare 

your ODEs

Negotiation is not about beating the other party, it is about reaching an agreed 

settlement without harming the relationship, because most businesses want to do 

repeat business. 

1. All our programmes are tailored to the specific needs of our clients 

2. All our trainers have 'real world' commercial experience, we have been there and 

done it 

3. We understand the emotional and rational sides of the human brain and build our 

training solutions accordingly

http://www.creative-thoughts.co.uk/
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KEY ACCOUNT MANAGER
This course is normally delivered over two days, although we can break it down to 

a series of multiple bitesize sessions.  This course will help professional sales 

people become more organised, process driven and experts in building effective 

relationships with customers.  The course covers:

1. Know your own style 

2. Understand your customers 

3. Negotiation basics 

4. The structured call 

5. Commercial contracts and driving value 

SOCIAL & DIGITAL MARKETING

FACTS

Traditional marketing is still more effective than digital, but the gap is closing.   

87% of SMEs do not have effective social and digital marketing strategies!

The world is getting crowded and the number of touch points required to get a customer 

interested in buying from you has tripled in 10 years.  Your prospects now need 20 effective 

touch points to move them from 'strangers' to 'customers'.  An effective social and digital 

marketing strategy is therefore essential to achieve 'cut-through'. 

Our training programmes cover:

To discuss running your bespoke Key Account Manager training, please call 

Spencer or email spencer@creative-thoughts.co.uk

1. Effective social platforms - Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn 

2. Making Facebook advertising work for your business 

3. PPC and Google Adwords 

4. SEO and SEM 

5. Bespoke courses are always available 

http://www.creative-thoughts.co.uk/
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PUBLIC RELATIONS
Our most popular PR course is a three-hour, rapid capability building programme, 

where we teach you to manage your own PR strategy.  You will learn how to:

1. Define PR 

2. The difference between PR and advertising 

3. Building relationships with journalists 

4. Pitching your story 

5. How to write a press release 

6. The power of creative photography

CUSTOMER SERVICE

FACTS

83% of consumers claim, poor customer service is the second biggest issue when 

dealing with companies, after a faulty product!

When executed brilliantly, service is an effective point of distinction and generates 

sustained growth. We can train your team to become service evangelists. 

Our service training covers the short term, tactical training on topics such as:  

               1.  Telephone account management,  

               2.  Complaint handling 

               3.  Behaviour and impact workshops 

We also address the long term, behaviour change programmes such as: 

               1.  Adopting new processes 

               2.  Mass team alignment to new strategy 

               3.  Service strategy development and deployment. 

If you would like to differentiate through service, call us for an informal conversation. 

Effective public relations does not happen overnight, it requires preparation and 

perseverance to get your story heard. 

To find out more click here or contact us to have a more detailed discussion about 

how Creative Thoughts can make PR an effective part of your marketing toolkit.

http://www.creative-thoughts.co.uk/
https://www.creative-thoughts.co.uk/pr-training
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OUR APPROACH TO TRAINING 

FACTS
If your business is 'stuck' in a business as usual mentality, growth is impossible. 

There is no such thing as a silver bullet, only hard work!

Why is our training different?  We believe we offer several distinct advantages over other 

training companies: 

1. We conduct pre-training audits, to really 

understand your issue 

2. We offer at least one follow-up 'refresher' 

session to prolong the impact of training 

3. All our programmes are always tailored to 

your specific needs  

4. All our trainers have 'real world' 

commercial experience, we have been there 

and done it, we don't just talk theory 

Finally, our training is designed to be FUN and FOCUSED, we aim to go the extra mile 

to drive the change you are looking for. 

Our process is built on 15 years of innovation experience from creating, nurturing and 

building leading brands such as Guinness, Smirnoff, Johnnie Walker, Baileys, 

Vodafone, TUI Travel, Royal Mail, the NHS and KPMG.  Our body of experience is 

relevant to all businesses, irrespective of size, sector or customer profile. 

If you are looking for a new training partner, please call Spencer on 07803 856054 or 

email spencer@creative-thoughts.co.uk

http://www.creative-thoughts.co.uk/
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360° Training

OUR VISUAL PROCESS
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